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REPORT OF COMMISSION ON ECONOMY AND
EFFICIENCY.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Joint Committees on Ways and
Means and Public Institutions.

With the single purpose of serving the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, the Commission on Economy and Efficiency
has for over a year carried on a campaign of close investigation and of earnest work in connection with the bill now
before this committee for the reorganization of important
state departments.
It is most unfortunate that the clearly defined purpose
animating the commission, and the strong appeal from the
entire Commonwealth for certain kinds of relief associated
with this purpose, have not led to a fuller appreciation, on
the part of all parties concerned, of the responsibility and
obligation resting upon the public servants of this Commonwealth, to make subservient to the highest possible public
good, their own personal interests.
The creation of this commission by an act of the Legislature, of which your committee is a part, commanded exactly
that sort of service which we are at this moment attempting
to render.
The command was born of a world-wide movement to bring about, through a better knowledge of existing
conditions and through careful and unprejudiced recommendations for necessary changes, better system in government and more efficient sendee for all the people, by public
officials.

The crying need in these days of enormous demands made
upon the taxpayers (who include all the people of every community), is for such a co-ordination of state departments, and
such a relation to the one central head, namely, the people,
and such a co-operation between the various departments, one
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with another as shall make for greater efficiency. Such cooperation can never be secured where three disjointed heads,
dealing with two score or more different institutions, make
up an attempted system, and every particle of evidence presented in all the hearings held hy this committee demands
that some form of consolidation must eventually he worked
out in Massachusetts to secure either co-ordination or cooperation.

Public service is no longer a private trust, as evidence presented before this committee has made it appear to be in
connection with some of these departments under consideration, but it grows more and more every day a public trust,
in which all the people have an equal part, not only in responsibility for service, but in a right to render service.
In House Hill Xo. 2137 the Commission on Economy and
Efficiency presented to the Legislature certain conclusions and
certain recommendations. In preparing those conclusions
and recommendations the commission believed it recognized
a well-defined and fully determined policy obtaining in such
commissions as this, which recognized that direct agents of
the Legislature were not supposed to burden the Legislature
itself with a great mass of detailed evidence and information

upon which were based specific recommendations for legislation. You created this commission for the very reason that
the great number of matters coming before you, and the very
exacting demands made upon your time by pending legislation, rendered it practically impossible for you either to
gather the necessary information, or digest such information
after it was gathered. This work must be done before any
comprehensive plan of reorganizing state departments or
remedying existing evils can be considered. This commission believed that it was as important to free its report of all
preliminary detail, as it was to make direct conclusions and
recommendations, and the measure before you was framed
under those conditions.
The opening hearing made clear to every party interested
that a determined effort was to be made to discredit the
Commission on Economy and Efficiency, and to require from
that commission the minutest details which had been used
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as a basis for its conclusions. We now present to you, gentlemen of the committee, these details for your consideration, 1
not because we believe it should be necessary, or that you

should be required to examine them, but because of the
spirit animating the opponents of this measure, which resulted in the determination of your sub-committee to go
into details relating to individuals and individual institutions as a basis for your findings. It would be a physical
impossibility for the members of this committee or any members of the legislature, in the time at your disposal, to analyze this mass of evidence, covering visits by the commission;
conferences between the commission and various institutions
and trustees, special reports made upon the important matters affected, detailed reports of all the hearings that have
been held, and the great number of other important papers
which make up this enormous mass of thousands of pages of
evidence bearing directly or indirectly upon the great problem itself.

Most emphatically did this commission protest against such
a beclouding of the great main question as all of this

involves,

when in the opening of the session of March 18, the chairman said:

Mr. Chairman, I tried to make it clear to this committee that we
shall not furnish specifications along the line of a police court investigation, and I wish the chairman and gentlemen of the committee
would have in mind the procedure that has been followed in this
Legislature for many years, which allows a commission created as
this has been by the Legislature, to make investigations, form certain conclusions, and present certain ideas for definite legislation
without furnishing specific allegations. It would be a very unfortunate thing if we should change the method of procedure which
has allowed commissions to present such detailed plans as we have
presented for improving these conditions.
Continuing, later, the chairman said
We would not hinge our demand for a change in the administration of public institutions on specific evidence relating to any single
institution, but we would, because of matters which have been investigated in one or another of the different institutions, and because
1 At this point, the chairman of the Commission on Economy and Efficiency submitted
voluminous typewritten statements and reports to the committee.
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what we have seen has led us to believe that the whole system is
wrong, raise the issue as to whether the present system of administration is sound or not. If not sound, wise, economical and efficient,
the next question was whether or not we have presented the right
solution for better service.

Further considering the matter at the same hearing, the
chairman called the attention of the committee to the attitude being created by the attempt to have detailed evidence
submitted, in the following words:
You know that there was never a commission created for service
in this Commonwealth, where the Legislature would say to its agents
that we impugn your motives, we question your fitness, and we insist
that you shall go into a police court method of stating evidence
before us.

The reply of the chairman of the committee to this statement made a distinct and clear understanding between the
committee, when he said:
The Commission on Economy and Efficiency was created absolutely
because of the condition that we, the legislature, had no means of
knowing whether money was wisely or economically used or not.
What you have done, Mr. Chairman, it was your duty to do. I will
bank with you on that.

We are well aware that no report like this can stand the
keen analysis of several weeks’ hearings without showing
certain phases that may he questioned, but we submit to you,
gentlemen, that in all this long discussion, after all of the
dust has been blown away and the haze cleared from the air,
there still stands out definitely before this committee, and
before the people of this commonwealth, an indictment of
present conditions which demands a change.
We submit, gentlemen of the committee, that after all the
underbrush has been cleared, the measure presented to you
for relief of this situation, as contained in the bill presented
in House, No. 2137, is a clear-cut and adequate solution of
the problem.
If, previous to the beginning of these hearings, anyone
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had any doubts about the strong intrenchments fortifying
the present departments of charity and insanity, those doubts
must have long since been dispelled; and if there is lacking
in the testimony which has been presented and in the mass
of evidence upon which are based the conclusions of this
commission, any clear-cut statements, any clearly-defined information, any honest opinion which is necessary to you gentlemen for a fair consideration of the problem, you will appreciate, in the spirit manifested by the men and women
who have gathered here in opposition, the reason why it was
impossible to get honest statements, unprejudiced opinions
and clear-visioned judgment from those most interested.
There does not exist in this commonwealth a more nearly
perfect political machine than that made up of the so-called
unpaid public servants of Massachusetts. You have
heard appeals here stating why that rare service entitled
unpaid should not be destroyed, because it has given to
the Commonwealth so much unselfish devotion to the best
interests of the Commonwealth.
Many men have testified as to the wonderful sendee rendered by present organizations; but let me call your attention
to the fact that every single man and woman who has appeared here in an attempt to maintain present conditions is
either directly or indirectly connected with departments of
service in this Commonwealth, and with one or two exceptions every man and woman is connected in some way with
the departments involved in this proposed legislation.
It is out of such testimony as this that the defense of present conditions has come. Many of these men and women
have undoubtedly given themselves freely and helpfully to
the service of the Commonwealth; but as foolish as is the
universal contention that unpaid means unselfish ”; as
colossal in its humbug as has been the assumed disinterested support of some of the present conditions, is the indirect assumption carried with all of the testimony presented
to the sub-committee in favor of present conditions, that only
in these particular men and women is it possible for public
service to be rendered along these particular lines. Let us
“

”

“

”

“

“

”

”

“
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recall in this connection the words of Dr.

Eerie, who appeared representing the State Congregational Association:

I would like to say, Mr. Chairman, that I think it is a great defect
here in Massachusetts that these boards represent so exclusively
as they do a particular social group in this Commonwealth. I think
what we are saying, what we will say, and what will have a fearful
reaction if some of our good friends do not recognize it, is that
you will have some kind of a reaction that will overturn all these
years of painstaking work, by reason of the fact that some people
in this Commonwealth seem to think they are divinely and by tradition entitled to take charge of everybody else. The sooner that is
recognized, the better it will be.

It should be clearly understood that in presenting a proposal for legislation where a changed form of administration
is involved, no responsibility rests upon either this commission or the Legislature to -work out details. Nearly all discussion and criticism by the opponents of this measure has
attempted to discredit men who might he chosen and plans
that might be formulated after legislation is enacted. You
are at this moment not at all concerned with either men who
might be chosen, or detailed administration that might be
worked out. The sole issue for your consideration is involved
in the workability of the plans we propose, and a comparison
of its merits, from the standard of the highest efficiency and
economy, keeping in mind that as Massachusetts has always
been able to command men to meet the issue she will always
be able thus to command.
Let us forget for a moment the bitterness of the unfair
criticism; the great mass of irrelevant testimony; the small
details that have been brought out, and the disgraceful prejudices that have been created, and now come to a discussion of

the big question itself of whether the State is getting efficient
service under the present plan affecting the wards of the
Commonwealth, and if not, whether it would be possible for
satisfactory service to be secured under the plan proposed
bv this commission.
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Is the Present System Efficient?
In answering this question we deal with three distinct
main departments, each at the present time practically complete in itself and having only a slight relation, one to the
other. All stand, however, clearly in your minds as directly
related to the one great problem, pressing more and more
sharply upon you as legislators, and the people of this Commonwealth as taxpayers, and upon all of us as members of
the great Massachusetts family.
Taking these departments separately, let us ask you if in
a single activity associated with the State Board of Charity
you have been satisfied that a full measure of service is
rendered to the Commonwealth ? Let us briefly review the
evidence.

In the opening for the Board, in a long statement presented
to this committee, an attempt was made to ally the various
members of the Board of Charity itself, with practically
every activity the Board undertakes to perform, yet evidence
has shown that almost every activity represents work of paid
officials.

From every person testifying you have learned that no
two separate boards of trustees under the Board of Charity
have a similar conception of either the duty of trustees in
formulating policies or in working out administration.
You have learned that instead of being a clearing house
for all the various trustees under the direction of this supposedly central board, they are nothing more or less than
what they have been so aptly termed, an aristocracy of
satisfied supervision.”
In almost every case where development has been made
in the charitable work in this Commonwealth, the inception
has come from without this State Board of Charity, supposed
to be the controlling factor.
Notable examples are contained in the establishment of
the most important service to the Commonwealth under the
department at the present time, the hospitals for consumptives and in the hardly less important department, the School
for Crippled Children at Canton.
“
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At the hearing during the forenoon of March 26 (page 7),
Hon. Alfred S. Pinkerton, a trustee of the Massachusetts
Hospital School at Canton, in answer to a question, stated
that the board of trustees of which he is a member consulted
with the Board of Charity when the hospital school was first
started, but have not done so since that time (which was in
1907).

At the same hearing, Dr. Fish, superintendent of the
school, explained that the idea of the school originated with
some people in Cambridge, and that the Board of Charity
never made

a recommendation

for such an institution.

(Page 24 of report of hearing.)

At the hearing on March 27, Dr. Bailey, chairman of the
trustees of hospitals for consumptives, stated that the Board
of Charity was not consulted relative to the proposed construction of buildings, at the Westfield sanatorium by institutional labor, and further stated that no meeting or conferences are held with the State Board, and, so far as he
knew, no recommendations with regard to policy had been
received from them.
Such evidence as this could be repeated to such an extent
as to lead anyone to the conviction held by this Commission
at this moment, that it is doubtful if in the last ten years

of service by the State Board of Charity, with the exception
of conferences held by law for the purpose of determining
some new method of spending money, there have been held
in the entire period as many conferences as have been held
by the State Board and various trustees since the beginning
of this agitation, for the purpose of uniting forces to defeat
the pending legislation.
It is not alone, however, in its relation to the various
boards of trustees under it, that it has been made clear by
these hearings that the State Board of Charity fails to furnish the service expected of it. Within the Board itself
there has grown up such an arbitrary organization in its
direct bearing upon the great problems of administration
of such departments as care of the adult poor and care of
minor wards, that no longer are these departments genuine
public agencies, or the officials at the head of them public
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servants amenable to the public itself. Whatever the result
of this hearing, you gentlemen are bound to learn of such
action on the part of these officials, of such service on the
part of these departments, as to justify the assertion made
bv this Commission, that efficient public service can no longer
be secured from either the men or methods controlling the
State Board of Charity.
Extravagance is there to an alarming extent, and service
is not rendered to an even more alarming extent.
You have listened to supporters of the present State Board
of Charity in great numbers. You have seen the room
almost filled with heads of this department, with assistants in the department, Avith paid charity workers in other
closely related departments, Avith unpaid charity workers
and with paid experts, all intensely interested from an
unselfish motive, to continue present conditions,
Courtesy to age, to standing, to service more or less well
rendered, holds in check the proper characterization of some
of these men avlio have appeared here as unpaid and unselfish public servants.” The evidence is clearly before you
hoAv true to the real meaning of these words many of these
who have testified have been. Analyze this evidence and
weigh carefully the testimony before you, and you Avill have
no difficulty in determining that with the single exception
of the chairman of the State Board of Education, not a
single definite supporter of the present administration has
appeared at all of these hearings who has not had, in some
form or another, a definite connection with one or anothei
of the various departments under consideration, and win
has not been promoting selfish interests for the selfish end
of the individuals who make up the present organization.
It is difficult again to refrain from an analysis of the
communication sent to the Legislature by the paid agent of
the State Board of Charity. Yon are the best judge of the
language used, the characterizations employed, and the argument presented for your consideration. In the light of
the evidence presented since that time; in the light of experiences that will be brought to your attention over and
you will know
over again as you consider this proposition,
”

“
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hem much weight should he given to the arraignment, not
the report, not of the Commission which made it, not of
the recommendations contained in it, but of the Legislature
f Massachusetts, of the spirit of the times which demanded
a situatioi
becoming unbearable, should have some
relief at the hands of the Legislature of Massachusetts.

that

Discussing policy-making, you have been told of as many
different methods as there are individuals involved. Di
cussing a general clearing house, such as was supposed to be
established in the Board of Charity, you have learned that
where it wishes it has control, and where it wishes it has no
interest, that it is a complete organization in itself or if
criticised, it has as many different leads to which criticism
may be attached as there are individuals involved. As a
matter of fact, there is no policy controlling either the Board
or its separate institutions, and, as a matter of fact, there is
no system of management worthy of the name
The exhibition of business administration entrusted to an
agent of such capacity as to make him a ridiculous figure
not only in the evidence at these hearings, but in practically
every institution to which he goes,
calls attention to the
capacity of the Board of Charity to solve business problems.
The State Board of Insanity may be passed over with a
less careful analysis. The minute that a courageous governor
succeeded in breaking down the oligarchy that has controlled appointments to this B< >ard for the last twenty years
in Massachusetts, that minute began the destruction of the
arbitrary system which had of itained in the State Board of
Insanity all that time. To-day you see a disorganized board ;
not disorganized because men of high character are not on
it, but disorganized because men of independent opinions
are on it, and no two of them agree upon the present problems to be met by the Board under present conditions; upon

the present system under which they are working, or upon
the merits of the proposed plans of this Commission. To
the credit of the members of this Board, be it said they have
frank!v and openly expressed their opinions. Let us quote
some of these opinions from each member of the Board
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expressed either at these hearings or in conferences with this
Commission, and expressing honest judgment in every case.
Dr. O’Meara says
From my experience on this Board I don’t see that we are closely
related to the intimate management either in a financial way or in
a supervisory way, except as different institutions are willing to
accept suggestions, and they all accept them with different attitudes
and in different degrees.
I couldn’t conceive how any man, with the administrative detail
of an institution as large as 1,000 inmates to look after, could, except in the remotest possible way, be related to the medical part of
his work. . . .
Our Board has no relation to the selection of superintendents.
The guidance of the State Board of Insanity is purely recommendatory.

Judge Mason’s testimony set forth very little of a definite

nature, but it was clear from his statements that the relations existing between the State Board and the various institutions were of a very indefinite character.
In Dr. Brigg’s comment, he clearly sets forth conditions
that must be given careful consideration by this committee
when he states:
I therefore believe that the Board of Insanity should have more
power, that it should either be a Board of paid members giving
their whole time to the problem, and when I say paid members I
mean exactly what Dr. O’Meara said, that the Board should be
composed or represented from the different classes of people, the
men who have had experience and can afford to give their time,
and the busy man whose advice is fully as valuable, who has to
take from his own earnings the time to give to the Board.
The public look to the State Board of Insanity to correct evils
and improve conditions, We have no power to do so. We spent
weeks at the Worcester hearing, heard the testimony, and made very
plain to the trustees the changes we considered necessary. The
trustees of the Worcester Hospital have apparently paid no attention to our recommendations, and we ended our report with our
own statement, —• the Board realize how impotent they are to correct abuses that inevitably will arise whenever the number of nurses
and attendants is inadequate to properly look after the patients
who are assigned to their care.” Your statement is perfectly true
“
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that we have no power, and the nurses held responsible in that
report are still holding office in that institution. The same way
with our private hospital investigations we have made. Several
recommendations which should have been adopted were made by
the Board, but the necessary corrections in the private hospitals
have not been made.
The Board up to the present time, with the exceptions that I
have stated above, has been a Board supervising custodial care, and
the State of Massachusetts has never yet expended one cent knowingly in any appropriation for the prevention of insanity.
I believe that we should have a central purchasing bureau, not
necessarily one man, but as a safeguard, a bureau of several men,
for the purpose of purchasing staple products, which system would
not hamper the individual superintendents in their purchasing of
household goods, of medicines and quick supplies.

Mr. Hall has brought to his work the training of a business
man of high standing and large success. Answering a question about the business admini; itration, he stated:

I believe in a central purchasing agency, not a one man affair,
I think three men might do it. I never saw a large corporation
which would entrust that part of its work except to a man who gave
his whole time to it.
One thing, I think, must have impressed you, Mr. Chairman, and
being a new person on the Board I would not for a moment intend
what I say as a reflection on my associates even in the most cursory
manner. I realize how little power they have and that the trustees
are the ones who are responsible. The law says that the Board
shall visit every institution twice a year, and I believe that it is
a very important matter that the Legislature should increase the
powers of the Board, not only make them supervisory, but mandatory,
where the interests of the State are concerned, and I believe if they
had known all the facts in the Grafton case, my associates on the
Board would not have approved them any more than we do now.
So, as I say, while I don’t for one moment suggest any reflection
on the members of the Board, I do on the inadequacy of the Board.
It was and it is a complimentary office, and that is about the size
In conference with Commisof it as the duties are assigned ow

r

sion Jan. 23, 1914.]

The newest member of th Board, Mr. Wolcott, has eviseen the light very clearly since his inauguration,
After he had been a member f the Board for two and a half
hours, he spoke to our commission as foil

dently

“

”
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I have felt for a very long time that one of the very first questions for legislation, and therefore for this Commission on Economy
and Efficiency to consider, was the concentrating and the defining
and the fixing of the duties and responsibilities in connection with
our wards in the prisons, the charitable institutions and the insane.

Before this committee when this matter was brought to
his attention, or a few weeks after his original declaration,
he stated that he still agreed in part with what he said, but
that he disagreed in part. It was certainly very clear in
the testimony brought out before this committee that a much
closer relationship between Mr. Wolcott and some of the
trustees in the institutions has been worked out during his
two months’ membership in the State Board.
The sub-committee must have been convinced, as has this
Commission, that the direct and indirect testimony coming
from those interested in the insane institutions of the State
have shown that with no central controlling board actually
existing, with such conditions maintaining in the supervisory board as are set forth so clearly; that with policies
differing as they do throughout all of the insane institutions;
that with the constant growth of the insane population of
the Commonwealth, the time has come for serious consideration to be given to a change in present administrative
methods. It is not necessary to cite any further evidence to
prove that there has been brought out before this committee
very little testimony in favor of the present system so far
as the State Board of Insanity is concerned.
Two workers of high character, and contributors of service
to this and other States appeared before this committee, and
frankly stated their opinions, both as to present conditions
and as to possibilities contained in the pending legislation,

in so far as the Prison Commission is concerned. Probably
no more important contribution to the humane problem involved in the reclaiming of the men and women who must be
cared for in prisons and correctional institutions, has been
made in Massachusetts in any single year than was made in
the selection of Mr. Frank L. Randall as prison commissioner.
Let extracts from his testimony, and statements made to
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this

Commission set before your committee clearly his views
that ha\ e a direct bearing
iff u
upon, and his opinions that have a
most ei eeth e relation to
the problem confronting this State
at the present tin
A.t the hearing on March
ilr. Randall said
The Board of Prison Commi

have met weekly during the
very largely devoted
to routine matters. The time ar
attention of the chairman are
largely devoted to details, becaui
f a lack of facilities for their
per disposition otherwise. Ma Ny matters of importance do not,
and under the present method cannot,
receive the attention whi
year, as heretofore, and the sessior

lers

have been

they should have.

e believe that the routine work should all be
performed by
employees of the Board, and that details should be discharged as
they arise by executive authority in the office, and that the time of
the Board meetings should be given to the consideration of matters
of policy, general direction, investigation and other things of prim'

concern only.

I incline strongly towards the despatch of public business as it
arises. My experience has taught me that in the matter of jurisdiction of public business there should be some person who is
responsible, some person who knows that he is responsible to the
fullest extent, and from whom an accounting may be had at any
time in matters of money or in matters of policy or control, and the
practice has grown in all the States so that they have become
much
more administrative than formerly and therefore take some time.
ic.
Q. Now as far as purchasing rf supplies is concerned what can
you say as to that? A. In my opinion the time will come
when,
if there is not some person app minted to purchase supplies on a
basis which is deemed fair by ui and by those who have supplies
to sell, they will be got outside
and the method whicl
satisfactory to more persons than any other of which I have know
edge, is to have a purchasing agent and have him purcha;
petitive bidding, submitting sample:

The Charlestown Prison produces nothing in the wav of
products from the soil. The Reformatory at Concord Junctio;
does farming. I think they have use for all their products, but if
there was an organization of all the prisons of this State, and
superintendents of almshouses and the farmers in those institutic
which have farms, now if they should get together from time
time as they might under a central board, and then lay out plans
to purchase things which were needful and which could be best
purchased at certain places and have them purchased, I think there
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might be an element of distribution that would be of considerable
financial advantage, and I think it would give out-of-door work to
a good many prisoners. A good many of the county prisons have
no land, or they have only an insufficient amount of land.
Q. Would you consider the institutions in Minnesota at the
present time efficiently managed under the State Board of Control?
A. Yes.

In their annual report for 1913, the Prison Commissioners
made the following statement, which is of interest in connection with the foregoing testimony:
We recommend as of commanding importance the services of
salaried persons in the office who shall devote their entire time to
their duties, and that all matters may be disposed of as they come
up, and that the full working details of the institutions, and of
every department thereof, may be known in every particular in
our office, and that their requirements may be understood and
anticipated, as becomes the conduct of a large enterprise.
With such an equipment the Commonwealth would get financial
and humanitarian results which cannot be realized under the system
now in use, and the prison service would be prepared for such increased responsibilities as might come to it by reason of the increase
of the prison population, or on other accounts.

Another member of the Prison Commission to testify was
Miss O’Leary, whose words are also worthy of consideration
hv this committee:
Prom my experience on an unpaid board I think that as a result
of the lack of time which can be given by members of the Commission, that our Board leaves to a greater or less extent to a paid
chairman, if there be one, or a paid secretary, the work of the Commission. The chairman is responsible directly under the law, and
is directly responsible with the colleagues thereunder, or the paid
secretary. These men, the chairman and secretary of this Commission, devote all their time to the work, and they have such a
comprehensive view of the work and the problems concerning the
Commission along their lines. As a consequence, they are the persons whose opinions are of the greatest value, and are asked and
oftentimes followed by the Commission, the members of which have
very little time to devote to detail, and as a result he in time becomes in toto the Board with the other members of the Commission
advised to a greater or less extent bv him. If the chairman, more
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particularly, or the secretary, be a person of big and great ability
along one or two prominent lines, either one of administrative busi-

ness or industry, either that, or professional or expert knowledge
it follows that the work of the great problems in which we are engaged to an extent are left oftentimes in his charge, or of a person
who is in charge of the particular institution, or else the unpaid
members of the Board make an attemnt
the solution
attempt to
to work
work out
out the
solution
of these problems in which they are engaged, and this attempt is
oftentimes ineffective. For myself, I should say small paid boards
are preferable. We know very little of the workings of the system
proposed by the Commission on Economy and Efficiency. Possibly,
if we as individual members knew more and had seen the system
worked out, we would desire and wish to recommend it. I know
I should like to have it tried here in Massachusetts, and I think a
great advance might be made and possibly it might be worked out
an

a

successful end.

Then I think there is an entire lack, as Mr. Randall has said, of
working together as a unit of the different boards of the State,
even our own institutions do not work together as a unit. There is
no helpful aid given from one institution to another, and that is
something which we have not been able to accomplish or bring about
and co-ordinate. Then, of course, our industrial problem is a great
problem and means a great deal to the inmates of the institution, to
the members of the insane hospitals, the State Board of Charity
hospitals and the members of our own institutions who are more or
less taken care of in that way. I think as an ultimate end that we
are bound to have some change. I think the systems as they are
now in the State are not without their faults and that a change is
coming along some line, and whether it is the line proposed by the
Commission on Economy and Efficiency, I cannot say, but for the
advance of the system I think some change is necessary.
.

.

.

In addition to the members of these different central
hoards, this committee has had before it various trustees
representing practically all of the 29 institutions within the
Commonwealth. No two boards, and representatives of no
two boards even where similar problems are involved, have

testified before you in a way to indicate that anywhere, or
in any way, is any sort of a comprehensive plan being worked
out in

the Commonwealth in connection with

any

of the

different kinds of activities. Trustees with the same problems have exactly the opposite attitude toward the State
Board of Insanity; for example, a trustee of the Monson
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State Hospital has said: "as far as our position goes, when
the State Board of Insanity suggest anything, it is a command to us,” while the trustees of the Worcester State Hospital have failed utterly to carry out the recommendations
of the Board of Insanity according to the testimony presented
before this committee. Trustees of institutions which ought
to work along co-operative lines have testified that to-day
these institutions are practically competitors in a field of
endeavor where no other thought should animate either the
men in control, or the men who are controlled, but a cooperative working out of all the local problems in such a way
as to bring about a well defined result in the one great
problem.

To discuss this present organization of either one of these
three departments, or of all three together, as a system, is to
dignify one of the most disjointed, disorganized fields of
work that a student ever saw, with a title to which it has no
claim whatever. The very statutes themselves prevent any
suggestion of a real system, and while in theory all are related, in practice no two institutions in the Commonwealth
have any sort of a relation, either one to the other, or to a
central controlling board, that gives any right to suggest
that they represent a system of service either to the wards
of the Commonwealth or to the Commonwealth itself.
This committee should not pass over a consideration of
the present organization as it relates particularly to the State
Board of Insanity without giving careful heed to some very
pertinent testimony, setting before you on the one hand, a

claim of wonderful efficiency worked out in oversight of
private institutions through the State Board, and on the
other hand, the interrelations between trustees of State institutions and the people interested in private institutions.
This leads one to assume that not in every case in insane
work has unpaid service represented unselfish service.”
This committee may very wisely review that testimony
which was placed before the sub-committee showing that a
member of the State Board of Insanity submitted the preliminary draft of a report to a chairman of the board of
trustees of the institution involved, who in turn is known
“
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to be the head of one of the most important private hospitals
of the State, and who was shown by further evidence to be
the most prominent factor in an organization whose principal work appears to be selecting members of the State Board
of Insanity and trustees of various State insane institutioi
a ione, was this particular trustee in this work. A
eiated with him as shown by the evidence will be discovered
other trustees and other men who have held important positions in Massachusetts institutions, who have been trustees
of various hospitals, who appeared here, and in the same
unselfish and disinterested manner testified in favor
of. present conditions.
In the public print, especially in one particular news
paper, are some crumbs of comfort (as extracted from the
“

”

“

”

the State Auditor before this committee on
Monday, March 30) for the oft repeated claim and the fr
quently-referred-to opinion, that the accounting system in
all of the institutions is admitted to be bad. but that the
reason for it is found in the Auditor’s department.
testimony by

In his preliminary statement the State Auditor said
Let

me say

that while the Auditor has full

authority to

install

any system of accounting he sees fit in connection with any institution, any board or any commission in this Commonwealth, unless
there is a co-operation and co-ordination on the part of the institution, the board or commission, it seems to me it is an utter impossibility for the Auditor to carry out the law, because there is no penalty
imposed provided the head of the institution, or the board or commission, does not see fit to carry out the instructions laid down by
the Auditor.

Hollowing this statement, Mr. Pope was questioned as
follows:

Mr. Cole. Mr. Pope, what authority have you to enforce the
if any institution fails, through bad management or other failure
on their part to carry out instructions? A. None whatever.
Mr. Tyrrell to Mr. Pope. You don’t believe the auditor’s department has any financial control? A. No financial control.
Mr. Cole. Then your control is simply of the systems and methods
that are to be followed?
law
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Mr. Pope. We simply lay down a line of procedure,
Mr. Tyrrell. Just one question more the present system of
financial control is placed in the individual trustees of the individual
institutions, is it not?

Mr.

Pope.

Yes, the expenditure of the appropriations.

We would not for a moment claim that improvement cannot he secured by improved service in the Auditor’s department, any more than we would allow our modesty to
contribute a suggestion that practically every improvement
put into force by the Auditor’s department in the last four
months, and many improvements already put in force in the
institutions themselves, had their origin in the visits of this
Commission, or in the recommendations of this Commission.
But the duty done or undone by the State Auditor or by the
Commission on Economy and Efficiency does not change in
the least the responsibility for purchases made, nor the fact
that the handling of supplies within the institution, the approval of hills for payment, and the consideration of all
business affairs, are left entirely by law in the hands of the
trustees of these various institutions, and not a single bit of
direct testimony can be culled from that entire mass, though
there are volumes of it, contradicting the fact that in the last
analysis the responsibility for the business administration
is as directly upon the trustees as is also upon them the
responsibility for the medical administration.
What an illuminating incident may be cited in this connection by comparing the attitude of practically every other
trustee in the State with that indicated in the testimony of
the chairman of the board of trustees of the Gardner State
Colony. There need he no other comment than to quote
testimony given honestly and freely with the single thought
in mind of bettering the public service. In the report of the
hearing on April 7, 1914, Air. Edward A. Whitman, of the
law firm of Elder & Whitman, testified as follows:
I have read the report of the Board of Economy and Efficiency
with a great deal of interest, and I found a good many things there
that I agree with. Whether the plan that they propose as a method
of solution is the correct one or not I do not propose to state, but I
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have been impressed with the difficulty of handling our institutions
under the present system. I am not saying whether the proposed
change will .improve it or not, hut a board of trustees, unpaid, many
of whom having to learn their jobs, and at best unacquainted with
situations which they are called upon to meet, presents a series of
difficulties which Massachusetts has not yet solved. . .
With regard to insane institutions, I have studied my own and
seen some of the others. Under the present system the management
of the entire institution must be left to the physician, and I don’t
need to emphasize what has already been called to your attention,
that physicians are not always good administrators. The business
side of the institution interferes very materially with the successful
administration of the institution from the patient standpoint.
The superintendent that wo recently had at Gardner was invited
there because of the success, and marked success, he had made in a
hospital in New York in the treatment of a certain class of patients.
We invited him to Gardner to repeat and extend in Massachusetts
the work he had been doing there in New York. He did not get
the comfort and assistance from the New York Board of Control
a central board of control I believe it is
which he desired. When
we got him into Massachusetts he was so busy with running the
farm, with buying supplies, with hiring help, and with doing all
the other things in the business line that, after a little over two
years, finding that he did not have any time at all for the work
which he came over to do, he decided to go somewhere else, and
Massachusetts is losing the work which we got him here to do.
The trustees have thrown upon them a good many duties that
are purely historical. When the institution was small you might
ask the trustees to audit the accounts. At the present time in a
trustees’ meeting the first thing we do is to sit down and take a
stack of bills and proceed to approve them, about which we know
nothing, and if there is one farce in the State of Massachusetts it is
sitting a board of trustees down to a lot of accounts about which
they know nothing.
.

I think too that this question if building construction should be
taken up and more power given somebody. I am not prepared to
go quite as far as the Board of Economy and Efficiency in maintaining that you can make a uniform type of building for all our
institutions. I do not know enough about it, but I do feel very
is at the present time no such general attention
itr
paid to even a rough form of standardizing our buildings that
we know where we are. We have not built a building at Gardner
for a number of years lhat I, personally, felt satisfied with. I do
not know whether it was the best thing to do or not. We hire an
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architect and say This is about what we want,” and, without any
particular experience in other institutions, and without knowing
perhaps what is done outside the State, he devises something for us.
We don’t know whether it is the best thing or not, and so far the
State Board have not felt it their duty to interfere. As an illustra“

tion

:

—■

We desired to build a central hall for a chapel and as a place for
meetings during the week for both patients and
We
hired an architect and told him about what we wanted. He presented
some plans and the trustees went over them and made suggestions.
We asked the Legislature for an appropriation. We send the plans
into the State Board and they approve them—-they approve the
building as suitable. When we go up to Monson to a meeting of all
the trustees we there find a building which is immensely superior
to the one that had been planned for us. We did not even know
about it, and the result was we had our architect change his plans
over to accord with the ones at Monson. If the State Board not
only had authority, but it was their duty to tell the trustees that
what they were doing was not the best thing, but that something
else was being done elsewhere, it would help our buildings.
From such testimony as the above, and along practically
the same lines, your committee may very carefully give consideration to the detailed testimony of other trustees and
other officials which has a direct bearing upon one of the

greatest abuses growing out of present administrative methods
in Massachusetts.

In answer to a question put to Dr. Bailey, chairman of
the Board of Trustees of Hospitals for Consumptives as to
the methods employed for transferring money from one apportionment to another as made by the Legislature, that
gentleman

stated as follows:

As I said in the beginning, that has undoubtedly been the system.
One superintendent told me that they were always told never to
give any money back,
never to make a return of money,
that it
was a bad custom.

After further discussion of that statement by the chairman
of the committee and Dr. Bailey, he was asked if he had ever
reviewed the requests for appropriations from the ground
up before they were presented to the Ways and Means Coni-

1914.
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mittee lor

consideration.

say that I have.”

His answer was: “No, I cannot

Ihe direct relation of the St ate Board of Charity to such
a condition as was shown in Dr. Bailey's testimony is clearly
set forth in the followin.

Q. Isn’t it your custom as a trustee, and the custom of all of your
trustees, to say that we had so much money last year, and if we are
going to take care of so many more patients we must have so much
more money this year? A. That is what I understand from the
superintendents is the method.
Q. So far as you know, there has never been any other invest!
ation on the part of your Board to determine whether the requests
were proper or not, based on actual needs? A. No investigation
has been made by me.
Q. Do you know of any investigation having been made by the
Board of Charity? A. I do not.
Q. Do you think the Board of Charity has ever taken any part in
it? A. I have no knowledge of it whatever.
Q. Do you know of their making inquiries of you, as chairman
of the Board, along those lines when your budget first came before
them for consideration and appr val? A. It did not come up in
the

meeting we

Q.

had with them.

Has it come up with you in

any other

way?

A.

No, not

with me.

This

further acknowledged in detail hy the superintendent of the Westfield Hospital; by the
superintendent of the Lakeville Hospital and by Dr. Nichols
of the State Infirmary. The most serious conditions in this
respect that were noted by the Commission were found at
the State Infirmary at Tewksbury. Here the Commission
traced over $20,000 of money appropriated in a single year
directly from maintenance items to the uses by institution
officials for the construction of new buildings. Large as this
amount is, the Commission believes that it represented only
a part of the total amount transferred in one form or another
from appropriations made directly by the Legislature for
maintenance purposes, and used by the trustees and superintendents for construction and development work. Concerning this statement, testimony of Dr. Nichols himself
before the Commission on March 25 is of interest:
system

of transfers w
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Mr. Cole. Doctor, is it a fact in the use of certain employees
equipment at the institution, -work is done upon buildings for which you have secured special appropriations, where it is
impossible for you to tell exactly how much money has been contributed by the institution to that work?
Dr. Nichols. Our employees are mostly continuous through the
year. We have to keep them there anyway, and during a good deal
of the time there in the winter season they cannot do much work
upon the farm that will bring us any return, and we keep them busy
in any way of work we have to do, in excavations for cellars, or
digging trenches or doing grading and a great many thing’s.
Q. Does this represent quite an item in its gross amount? A,
and certain

I don’t know.

Q. Is there any way of telling'? A. I don’t know of any.
Q. Is it a fact that there are transfers made from regular appropriations to special appropriations? A. A very large amount of
excavation has always been done under the direction of some of
our regular men employed there.
Q. Any record been kept of it? A. No, sir.
Q. But they were paid for out of the maintenance appropriation
under the heading of Farm, Stable and Grounds or Salary, Wages
and Labor?

A.

Yes. sir.

This system of transfers marking a careless attitude toward
appropriations made by the Legislature reaching an amount
exceeding $20,000 in a single institution and believed by
this commission to approximate easily half a million dollars
annually, is an indictment of present business methods not
to be denied and sufficient to justify drastic legislation under
the direction of this committee. It is a method which leaves
the Commonwealth in a position of absolute ignorance as to
either its investment in institutions, or the burden which institutions have made upon the Commonwealth, and worse
than this has spread a spirit of do-as-you-please with the
money appropriated among the trustees and officials that cannot fail to have resulted in an enormous waste in money
appropriated for the last twenty years under present systems.
Early in the course of these hearings, all kinds of milk
were eliminated, whether they came in the nature of the
lactic fluid from the cow, or of the milk of human kindness
that might have much more wisely controlled the attitude of
the various parties involved in this reorganization. Farm
“

”
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accounting, however, industrial activities within the institutions, possihilites for development to be secured through better planning and better administering, made it necessary for
us to briefly refer to all kinds of farm crops and the method
of handling all farm produce as an illustration of loose business and loose management entirely within the control of the
institution.

It has not been possible for this commission to go into all
the various activities associated with the occupation of employees and patients in the various institutions. It has not
been possible in the time at our command to make a thorough
analysis of the efficiency of various plants in the Commonwealth that attempt to do, and are required by law to do,
certain manufacturing work, but we have gained sufficient
knowledge to become convinced that these activities, meaning
not only revenue to the Commonwealth, but so much more
in contribution to the physical, mental and moral sides of the
inmates, are at the present time so conducted as to fall far
short of a full measure of service in this great problem.
Farms of the Commonwealth last year, according to reports made by the various institutions, represented a product
of over a half million dollars. Yet no possible record can
be found anywhere that would make a fair distinction between the productiveness of one institution as against another,
or would make available an accurate statement as to the cost
of per capita maintenance, for comparison between one institution and the other operated under wholly different conditions.

The question of standardized building has not been given
the attention by the sub-committee that it was hoped it might
be when the matter was brought to the attention of the Legislature in the special report of this commission. The purpose
of the original study and the end desired in presenting the
matter for consideration was that there might be worked out
through discussion and consideration the beginning of aa
movement for lessened cost and improved efficiency in the
construction of buildings at State institutions. A capable
engineering firm was employed that the necessary technical
«tudy should be available, and while the commission does not
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approve of all the findings of the engineers, it believes a distinct contribution has been made to this important question
by the facts presented in its report. A persistent effort has
been made from the first of these hearings to divert the attention of the committee from the main question. This attempt
has led to a criticism of the plan proposed for standardized
building structure, neither fair nor sensible.
The commission never intended that one particular building would care for all types of patients; it never intended
that the plan presented should be the only possible method of
construction at all institutions. The commission knows local
conditions sufficiently well to appreciate that the material
required for a concrete structure, both in the line of building
material and of equipment of men, machinery and supervision, must all be taken into account before endorsing such
a plan. The plan set forth is simply a clearly defined suggestion of a possible building construction applicable to many
uses and fitted for development at many institutions, not only
along lines of economy for the Commonwealth but for service
to the inmates of the institutions.

Some sort of standardized building must be and will be
developed in Massachusetts within a few years. Whether it
shall be concrete or brick, whether it shall be of one type
or another,
the demands of the situation make it absolutely
necessary that it shall provide less foolish ornamentation than
now obtains at many institutions; such a standardized set of
plans as will eliminate enormous architects’ fees; such a
recognition of uniform requirements for like institutions as
will make for large economy and better service. The truth
of these assertions will be abundantly proven if this committee will give personal attention to the situation. The committee will discover an expenditure of over a million and a
half dollars for architects’ fees in the last 25 years. It will
discover buildings for like uses at different institutions varying in cost 100 per cent. It will discover a system by which
architects, theorists and faddists are to-day involving Massachusetts in an expenditure for public buildings representing
an extravagance that is a burden upon the people of the
Commonwealth.

1914.1
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hen this committee and the Legislature discover these
conditions it will change the present indifferent, haphazard
method of development of State institutions through the construction of new buildings into a standardized method and
it will eliminate the type of oversight now vested in some of
the most incompetent men who could possibly be called upon
to judge of business methods and of building requirements.
The commission cited Grafton as an illustration of waste
and extravagance. Nothing that has been said before you
has proven that any other situation exists. The answers by
the trustees should be carefully considered by your committee, particularly the opening sentence in which they state;
Every board of this State, paid or unpaid, should stand or
fall according to the measure of work done by it.” If you
men of judgment will analyze conditions at Grafton, the resignation of the hoard of trustees who have had control of
construction work at that institution will be in the hands of
the Governor within 24 hours after you make your findings.
To analyze all of the answers made by the trustees, or all of
the charges made by this commission, must he left to you and
“

the conclusion determined from the evidence submitted.
It is interesting to note, however, in connection with one
of the contentions made by the trustees as to the economy of
constructing the buildings on top of the ground that a recent

issue of the Engineering Journal calls attention to the fact
that in the construction of the Yale bowl, a building corresponding to the Harvard stadium, over $50,000 has been
saved by changing the plans so that cut and fill may be
equalized, as contended by our engineers to be the proper
method for economical building construction.
The trustees in their answers have called attention to the
interest of the trustees and the careful oversight given by
them. -Yet the acknowledged records of that institution show
that only once in the period covered from January 1 to
August 1, 1913, did the trustees meet at Grafton Colony,
and the relation of the Board of Insanity itself to the problem is well shown in the testimony which shows that not a
single conference has been held between the local trustees
and the Board of Insanity. The opinion of the Board of
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Insanity is shown in the testimony setting forth the fact,
as stated by the chairman of that board, that Grafton was
impossible of defense, and even more picturesquely by one
of the members of that board who called attention to the
Queen Anne fronts and the Mary Jane backs of the various

buildings at the colony.
So much time has been taken up before the committee in

discussing petty details and the relation of single individuals
and single institutions to the petty details of administration
that a number of the most vital matters associated with this,
In the
entire problem have been given no consideration.
testimony of Mr. Randall and in the testimony of several of
the superintendents, it must be clear to the committee that
one of the most serious draw-backs at some of the institutions is the fact that few of the inmates may wisely be used
either for their oavu sake or for the work of the institution
in any manual labor. Testimony is also just as clearly set
forth showing that in some of the institutions there is much
labor which could be wisely employed in out-door work requiring little skill, but vigorous physique. This Commission has believed that through a central organization there
could be worked out such an interchange of labor, such a
classification of the wards of the State, such an interchange
of crops between different institutions, as to make a very
great improvement in farms already successfully carried on
and at institutions where farms are at the present time in a
very unsatisfactory condition. Admissions along this line
have been secured with great difficulty, but statements made
to the commissioners and investigations made by the commissioners which may be followed up most effectively by
this committee will prove that the plan submitted for such
a central control as would manage all of the different institutions could not fail to result in immense improvement to
this branch of the institution service.
We believe that a review of this testimony will make it
clear to the committee that under present conditions, no
comprehensive plan of development, and no comprehensive
plan of administration now exists. You will see that large
sums of money have been expended on
of differ-
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ent institutions in an absolutely haphazard manner. You
will see that changes in policy have been made almost overnight, by which buildings planned in one instance for a particular sendee have been replaced by buildings later planned
for an entirely different service. You will see that so far
as an actual policy is concerned from the inception of the
problem up to its very last consideration, there are rather as
many policies and as many plans as there are different institutions and different individuals involved in institutions.
To correct this condition was the problem before this Commission, and is now the problem before your committee.
• References made to the separation of the business administration from the medical administration have been used
to entirely misrepresent the attitude of this Commission.
Divided authority has never been contemplated (and men
who have so suggested, have known this of their personal
knowledge), but there has always been, in the minds of the
Commission, a very definite idea that there could never be
in any single institution more than one single head. You
will find from the testimony that the successful institutions
in this State have actually, at the present time, divorced the
medical from the business administration, and two of the
most successful offer to you marked illustrations of success
from a medical standpoint, with a medical director at the
head of all, supplemented by a business administrator in the
person of the treasurer, while the other institution has at its
head, a hard-headed business man, supplemented by the efficient service of an excellent medical director. These institutions are not alone in emphasizing the positive side of the
contention of this Commission, that it is possible so to rearrange the present system that more care may be given to
the patients than is now given in many institutions, where the
one individual attempts to do the business involving the expenditure of several hundred thousand dollars a year, while
at the same time he claims, without any grounds for the
claim, to have an interest in the correctional work of his institution.

Despite the fact that the report of the commission has met
with criticism having its source almost exclusively among
those directly interested in maintaining present conditions,
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it is not possible to overlook entirely some of this criticism,
particularly that which has been paid for at a presumably

great price in the effort to maintain present conditions. At
the request of the chairman of the special committee from
the State Board of Charity, a day was set apart by the subcommittee in honor of the experts who were to be summoned
here from all parts of the world to show to the people of
the Commonwealth their duty in the present situation.
These experts had had somewhat of a forerunner in the
original statement submitted to the special committee by the
agent of the State Board of Charity, and it is interesting to
call attention to the introduction made by that gentleman
of the principal expert who was summoned here to show us
our duty. In the board of charity’s statement appears the
made into
following: “One notable inquiry [is that]
the methods of fiscal control of state institutions in New York
state under the direction of Mr. Henry C. Wright, a man of
international reputation.
It is a thorough-going piece of
work, supplying the proof for each statement which it contains, and confining its conclusions strictly to the facts.”
Mr. Kelso then continues to quote certain statements made
in that report to prove the childishness of the proposition
set before you by our Commission. It is not surprising that
Mr. Kelso confined his quotations to those set before you
in his analysis of the Commission’s report. Had he gone
a little further, he might have found some interesting suggestions in the introduction to that report of Mr. Wright,
written by Homer Folks, w ho was later quoted by the
apostle of Joy Street in presenting Mr. Wright when he
came in person before the committee. He could have found
that Mr. W right had had extended experience in making
investigations. He would have found that among other
things, Mr. Wright had conducted a searching inquiry as
to the methods of snow removal by the department of street
cleaning,” but he would have also found, according to Mr.
Folks, that Mr. Wright had had no special knowledge or experience in connection with the State institutions,” and if he
had carefully analyzed a later statement made by Mr.
Folks
in discussing the report that Mr. Wright submitted, he would
.

...
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have found these significant words: Probably no two persons will altogether agree in interpreting the facts submitted
by Mr. Wright, and in formulating legislation based thereon.
It will be disappointing to many that the results are so
largely negative.”
Had he still further quoted Mr. Wright himself, he would
have found that in his conclusions, Mr. Wright suggested
a method of supervising State institutions which contained
(1) a central supervising board or boards; (2) the supervising board to have from five to seven members appointed
by the Governor; (3) a secretary to be employed at a salary
sufficiently large to secure a man of marked ability and
knowledge with relation to the management and care of State
“

institutions, selected without regard to residence.

Experts
to be employed, some regularly, and some from time to time,
and provisions for such assistance as will be necessary to provide expert advice relative to purchasing; care and control
of public building construction and to provide for such additional expenditure classifications as might be necessary after
the plan was put into effect. Further, under his method of
supervision, he was to provide uniform systems of accounting
and reporting, the board to have full power of inspection and
right to examine into all methods of conducting and administering institutions.
This was not all, however, for Mr. Wright made recommendations along very different lines from the above, and
abundantly justified the suggestion by Mr. Folks that it
would be disappointing to so many that the results were so
largely negative,” for Mr. Wright closed his report with the
statement that the above plan is general.” Acknowledging
that he had never been in a State institution in Massachusetts, he reaffirmed some of the things that had already been
said by him, but if the committee is disposed to give any
weight to what may have been said by Mr. Wright; or have
been quoted as coming from Mr. Wright, it could wisely
ponder well the conclusions reached by his chief sponsor
who considered his report so disappointing.”
We pass over with little attention the other distinguished
expert, a newcomer to Boston, who acknowledged that his
;

“

“

“
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experience in Massachusetts institutions had thus far been
entirely devoted to a reading of the various institutional
reports. Verily, the day set apart in honor of experts would
appear to have borne little fruit.
You have patiently
Gentlemen of the Committee:
and with great courtesy borne with this committee during the
long and trying series of hearings. We have set before you
only a small part of the evidence that had seemed to us to be
almost overwhelming in support of our conclusions.
All sorts of criticisms have been made, intending to prejudice one or another of the factors which are involved in this
problem. After all, there is but one question for you to consider. How best can the Commonwealth be served in the
administration of this responsibility for over 20,000 human
beings, and this enormous expenditure of money?
Already appropriations have been made indicating a burden upon the people in 1914, in the shape of a State tax,
larger than they have ever encountered before. Last year the
entire State tax was represented in the appropriations for the
institutions involved in the proposed legislation. Such increase as will come this year will also represent that amount,
and large as it is, it is only a small part of the dollar and cent
cost involved in this great question.
Vastly greater than the heavy direct burden is the enormous indirect cost which the great mass of non-producing
people in the community bring to those who bear the burdens.
Figures presented by the State Commission on the High Cost
of Living may well be considered in connection with this
situation, and, while this is not the place to quote such figures,
it is the clear duty of this committee to realize that in its
direct and indirect expense, the people of the Commonwealth
are at the present time paying to maintain this entire population nearly one-fifth of the income earned by the average
family.

From the Department of Commerce on this very morning
come figures submitted by Director W. ,T. Harris, calling
attention to the startling fact that in 1880 the total debt of

Massachusetts

was thirty-three millions of dollars; in 1900
it had increased to sixty-six millions of dollars, and in 1912
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it amounted to one hundred and seventeen millions of dollars.
In 1880 the per capita debt was $11.66, but in 1912 it had
mounted to $22.78. More startling still is the statement
made that the average per capita debt of all the forty-eight
states in the Union was $3.52, or less than one-sixth of the
per capita debt of Massachusetts.
Lou men come from cities and towns in all sections of the
State. Your local officials are alarmed as never before at the

mounting State tax, and when the public realizes the situation. the appeal for economy and efficiency in service will not
be confined to the official life of the State. The time has
come for this Legislature to realize that this great department
can no longer be looked upon as a plaything for the theoretical
social worker, or an opportunity for developing the fads of
the idle rich and the over-educated physician.
This commission believes that with a proper working out
of this system, and such a thorough reorganization as can be
made through this legislation, a million dollars a year can be
saved to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
The contention has been made that we must ignore this
phase of the question; hut we have attempted at these hearings, and evidence has been submitted, to show that no lessening of the number of people involved can be seen for many
years; that such remedies as have been suggested do not reach
the source of any of the troubles; and that we must face for
years to come the problem associated with constantly increasing numbers of these people. If we can lessen the cost per
patient, we can, with the same amount of money, care for just
that many more patients, and it is as impossible to separate
the dollar issue from the humane issue as it is to separate the
burden of caring for these people from those who are able to
sustain the burden.
All along the line, in every activity associated with government, comes the call for a closer relationship between the
administrative officers in all the different departments of
service and the people themselves. Here in Massachusetts
the Governor is the direct executive head for all the people
of the Commonwealth. You members of the Legislature are
associated with him in the legislative work, and together you
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make up those men who come from the people, burdened with
the responsibility of fittingly representing the people. Only
through you have the people an opportunity from year to
year to bring their ideas, their desires, their purposes into
such form as shall make of them law, under which the administrative work of the Commonwealth shall be carried on.
You entrusted a part of this duty to the Commission on
Economy and Efficiency. What we have presented to you
represents, as far as it was possible for us to have it represent, the fulfillment of our duty in connection with this
tremendous problem. The duty has been done without respect to individuals, political considerations, or any thought
of advantage to any particular individuals or factions. We
ask you to fulfill your duty along exactly those same lines.
The largest good of the greatest number is the one thought
that should animate you in considering this question. While
we believe that there is not a single bit of ground for the
suggestion that men who are giving efficient service to this
Commonwealth are in danger of losing their positions, even
that should have no consideration with the determination you
shall make of this case now before vou.
I wish it were possible for every member of this committee to go to every institution in this State, to study the character of the boys and girls, and the men and women in all
degrees of mental, moral and physical development. I wish
it were possible for you to appreciate, as this commission
appreciates, the enormous problem involved in finding some
way, somewhere, to stop at the source much of the suffering
now making a burden upon the poor people themselves, and
upon the larger population of the State. I wish it were possible for you to understand some of the conditions obtaining in
these institutions, and I believe you would query, as we have,
whether or not there should not be somewhere, some better
classification of inmates, some larger viewpoints in control
of the situation, that could take many of the intelligent boys
and girls and men and women now under restraint, and put
them into the work of life among their fellowmen, as the
great Creator intended they should be in His great plan of
life.
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We have been accused of ignoring the human element.
Could men, proud of their ancestry and loyal to it,
proud of their sons and daughters and ambitious for them,
proud of their Commonwealth and true to its traditions, ■—■
prouder still of a nation developed out of all classes and all
kinds of people,
out of all kinds of human endeavor,
out of all sorts of national struggles,
be properly charged
—-

with such an accusation as this ?
One thought and one purpose animate this commission in
urging this proposed legislation. It is that in some way,
through the wisdom of this committee and the carefully
guided purpose of this Legislature, a solution to this great
problem may be found, so that the people themselves who are
the chief thought, may be restored to normal conditions,
so that such control may be gained over the social and moral
life of the State as to lessen the numbers of those who must
be cared for,
so that the enormous expenditure of money
now devoted to recovery of partially destroyed lives may find
a better channel for its use in promoting and developing
higher citizenship among all the people, —in a development
of richer life for those who shall follow us,
in making a
finer Commonwealth in all of those attributes that make the
ideal state.
i

